What is a
demonstration plot?
A demonstration plot is a field that
can be used to teach, experiment,
and share ideas about agricultural
practices. It should be located near
many farmers. Think of it as:
• an outdoor classroom
• a showcase of new technology
• a showcase of new crops: how
to choose a variety, when and
how to plant, how to irrigate,
and how to harvest
• a showcase of best and new
post-harvest practices that
consumers demand
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A visit to a demonstration plot.

Who benefits? How?
Farmers and associations learn,
practice, and track the cost of new
crops and improved techniques. As
a result, when farmers try new
practices on their own fields, they
already know what to expect. What
is new becomes familiar.
As farmers experiment, sellers and
consumers benefit from better
quality and new products.
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What you can learn from demonstration plots
Drip Irrigation

New Varieties

• See what materials you need.
• Learn about the parts of the system.

A demonstration plot can be a great
way for farmers to test a new variety.
They can see how it grows in a field
with the same characteristics as their
own fields, and how it is accepted in
the market, before they take the risk.

• Watch (and practice!) an installation.
• Practice irrigating with a drip
system.
• Practice performing regular
maintenance on a drip system.

Interested farmers can visit the plot to
learn everything they need to know
about the new variety:
• how and when to plant
• irrigation needs • pest problems
• fertilizer needs • how to harvest
Postharvest
• When to harvest. (What time of year?
What are the maturity indices?)
• How to harvest.
• How to sort, grade,
and pack the
product in the field.
• How to handle,
store, and transport the product.

Best practices
Located in the community. A good demonstration plot is close to the farmers
who will benefit from it. Farmers will
visit more often if it is nearby.
Being close also means that the demonstration plot is similar to the fields
of participating farmers in terms of its
soil, climate, etc. Farmers can expect
that what works on the demonstration
plot will also work on their land.
Everybody cooperates.
• The land owner welcomes visitors.
• The land owner communicates well
to plan visits, demonstrations, etc.
• Visitors respect the property, and
appreciate the opportunity to learn.
Well-publicized.
• Farmers know where the plot is
located, and why it exists.
• Farmers know when (for example):
π drip systems will be installed or
maintained
π crops will be planted or fertilized
π crops will be harvested
• Farmers know they can participate in
these events, and they do.

